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Congratulations! The skill Wind Creation has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Earth Creation has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Fire Creation has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Water Creation has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Wind Transformation has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .



Congratulations! The skill Earth Transformation has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Fire Transformation has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Water Transformation has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Although Leon was using just a small amount mana between the fights
against the mermaids, his skills were leveling up like crazy . Even those that
were past level one hundred .

"I wonder if it is because I'm doing something difficult . . "

Despite a few setbacks, Leon didn't feel like stopping any time soon .
Although he wasn't progressing all that much to learn a new spell, he was
being rewarded more than he could ask for . Still, it looked things wouldn't
improve just as he wanted . Perhaps in a few more days, Leon would learn
something incredible, but suddenly Jertien appeared, and it looked like he
brought bad news .



"We have a problem . We will have to abandon our plan to strengthen

ourselves," Jertien declared .

"What happened?" Leon asked .

"I was worried as to why we didn't find any angels lately, so instead of
resting . I decided to investigate," Jertien explained . "On the central continent,
I discovered that the angels and their leader are preparing for a ritual . "

" . . . What kind of ritual?" Leon frowned .

"I don't know, but it is something massive," Jertien said . "They are creating a
magic circle that is half of the size of the central continent . Their leader
didn���t care about the disappearance of a few angels because he was
killing every single monster that tried to destroy the magic circle . "

"A magic circle, huh . . . " Leon rubbed his chin . "I wonder how they can

store mana to create a magic circle of the size of a continent . "

"They are not using mana to create the magic circle, the circle is made of
monsters' blood," Jertien explained . "Most likely, they are going to sacrifice
mana for whatever they are planning to do . Possibly the entire world's mana
is going to be sacrificed, and we don't know what might happen if the planet

suddenly loses all its mana . "

"Now that I think about it, I don't know much about magic circles .Well, it is
not like I can learn about just by thinking or defeating monsters . . . "



Leon and Jertien returned to their hideout, and there they found everyone in
silence and showing worried expressions .

" . . . We will attack the central continent tonight," Jorhorn declared . "Rest
while you can because this battle will be long . "

"How many angels are we going to face?" Alurelle asked .

"That is a difficult question, I didn't observe them for long, nor did I checked
all the magic circle," Jertien frowned . "But . . . "

"Just say it," Jorhorn said .

"If I had to guess . . . I would say the enemies are one hundred thousand
strong," Jertien said . "Perhaps a bit more . . . I'm not really worried about

their numbers . I'm worried about how mad their leader will become once we

destroy the thing he has been planning for decades . "

Facing an army of one hundred thousand humans and facing an army of one
hundred thousand angels were two different things, so Leon was worried .
Besides, their leader seemed far more dangerous, and if he gets mad, he will
become even more dangerous .

"Don't worry . We didn't have enough time to grow strong as we planned,"
Jorhorn said . "But we can take that bastard down if we work together . "

"Aren't we missing something here?" Ismenria asked . "What if they are

planning to do the same thing on the other planets?"



"Even if they are… we can only fight them here," Genelosa answered . "This
battle will be long, and we will probably use a lot of mana stored on Soul
Eater . I doubt that at the end of the battle, if we survive, we will have enough
to start another battle on another planet . "

"Tsk . " Ismenria clicked her tongue and looked away, annoyed .

"… Perhaps we don't have to worry about that," Alurelle said . "Remember,
the angels invaded all six planets… so, maybe, they need to do this in all six
planets for them to succeed . "

"Mmm… there is a chance that you are right," Jertien nodded . "If they
needed only one world, invading a single planet would make things progress
much faster . "

"That is a possibility," Jorhorn said . "Anyway, like I said . Rest while you
can, we will depart soon . "

Leon wondered why those guys weren't curious about what the angels were
planning to do, creating such a magic circle . They only wanted to destroy it,
and even though it was reasonable, their lack of curiosity wasn't .

"Using the mana of an entire world is crazy, but using the mana of six worlds
on the third stage of assimilation? What the hell the angels are planning to do

with so much power?"

Health: 154 +



Mana: 7671 +

Stamina: 175 +

Strength: 127 +

Dexterity: 88 +

Speed: 132 +

Intelligence: 1832 +

Endurance: 139 +

Control: 320 +

Mentality: 250 +

Luck: 42 +

Recovery: 1001 +

Willpower: 134 +

Coins:104658652

Status: 00



Skill List

Active Skills: Earth Transformation Lv 63, Water Transformation Lv 64,
Wind Transformation Lv 114, Fire Transformation Lv 60, Earth Creation Lv
135, Water Creation Lv 81, Wind Creation Lv 132, Fire Creation Lv 116,
Mana Armor Lv 87, Mana Dominion Lv 119, Appraisal Lv 97, Haste Lv
160, Telekinesis Lv 125, Checkpoint Lv 63, Gravity Lv 80, Pyromancy Lv
75, Geomancy Lv 80, Air Beam Lv 11, Thunder Ray Lv 101, Water

Cannon Lv 11, Mind Armor Lv 41

Passive Skills: Mental Fortitude Lv 35, Thunder Resistance Lv 68, Fire
Blessing Lv 100, Earth Blessing Lv 95, Lion's Pride Lv 135

Congratulations! The skill Wind Creation has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Earth Creation has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Fire Creation has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Water Creation has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .



Congratulations! The skill Wind Transformation has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Earth Transformation has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Fire Transformation has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Water Transformation has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Although Leon was using just a small amount mana between the fights
against the mermaids, his skills were leveling up like crazy . Even those that
were past level one hundred .

I wonder if it is because Im doing something difficult . .

Despite a few setbacks, Leon didnt feel like stopping any time soon .
Although he wasnt progressing all that much to learn a new spell, he was
being rewarded more than he could ask for . Still, it looked things wouldnt



improve just as he wanted . Perhaps in a few more days, Leon would learn
something incredible, but suddenly Jertien appeared, and it looked like he
brought bad news .

We have a problem . We will have to abandon our plan to strengthen

ourselves, Jertien declared .

What happened? Leon asked .

I was worried as to why we didnt find any angels lately, so instead of resting .
I decided to investigate, Jertien explained . On the central continent, I
discovered that the angels and their leader are preparing for a ritual .

. . . What kind of ritual? Leon frowned .

I dont know, but it is something massive, Jertien said . They are creating a
magic circle that is half of the size of the central continent . Their leader
didn���t care about the disappearance of a few angels because he was
killing every single monster that tried to destroy the magic circle .

A magic circle, huh . . . Leon rubbed his chin . I wonder how they can store

mana to create a magic circle of the size of a continent .

They are not using mana to create the magic circle, the circle is made of
monsters blood, Jertien explained . Most likely, they are going to sacrifice
mana for whatever they are planning to do . Possibly the entire worlds mana
is going to be sacrificed, and we dont know what might happen if the planet

suddenly loses all its mana .



Now that I think about it, I dont know much about magic circles . Well, it is
not like I can learn about just by thinking or defeating monsters . . .

Leon and Jertien returned to their hideout, and there they found everyone in
silence and showing worried expressions .

. . . We will attack the central continent tonight, Jorhorn declared . Rest
while you can because this battle will be long .

How many angels are we going to face? Alurelle asked .

That is a difficult question, I didnt observe them for long, nor did I checked
all the magic circle, Jertien frowned . But . . .

Just say it, Jorhorn said .

If I had to guess . . . I would say the enemies are one hundred thousand strong,
Jertien said . Perhaps a bit more . . . Im not really worried about their

numbers . Im worried about how mad their leader will become once we

destroy the thing he has been planning for decades .

Facing an army of one hundred thousand humans and facing an army of one
hundred thousand angels were two different things, so Leon was worried .
Besides, their leader seemed far more dangerous, and if he gets mad, he will
become even more dangerous .

Dont worry . We didnt have enough time to grow strong as we planned,
Jorhorn said . But we can take that bastard down if we work together .



Arent we missing something here? Ismenria asked .What if they are planning

to do the same thing on the other planets?

Even if they are… we can only fight them here, Genelosa answered . This
battle will be long, and we will probably use a lot of mana stored on Soul
Eater . I doubt that at the end of the battle, if we survive, we will have enough
to start another battle on another planet .

Tsk . Ismenria clicked her tongue and looked away, annoyed .

… Perhaps we dont have to worry about that, Alurelle said . Remember, the
angels invaded all six planets… so, maybe, they need to do this in all six
planets for them to succeed .

Mmm… there is a chance that you are right, Jertien nodded . If they needed
only one world, invading a single planet would make things progress much
faster .

That is a possibility, Jorhorn said . Anyway, like I said . Rest while you can,
we will depart soon .

Leon wondered why those guys werent curious about what the angels were
planning to do, creating such a magic circle . They only wanted to destroy it,
and even though it was reasonable, their lack of curiosity wasnt .

Using the mana of an entire world is crazy, but using the mana of six worlds
on the third stage of assimilation? What the hell the angels are planning to do

with so much power?



Health: 154 +

Mana: 7671 +

Stamina: 175 +

Strength: 127 +

Dexterity: 88 +

Speed: 132 +

Intelligence: 1832 +

Endurance: 139 +

Control: 320 +

Mentality: 250 +

Luck: 42 +

Recovery: 1001 +

Willpower: 134 +

Coins:104658652



Status: 00

Skill List

Active Skills: Earth Transformation Lv 63, Water Transformation Lv 64,
Wind Transformation Lv 114, Fire Transformation Lv 60, Earth Creation Lv
135, Water Creation Lv 81, Wind Creation Lv 132, Fire Creation Lv 116,
Mana Armor Lv 87, Mana Dominion Lv 119, Appraisal Lv 97, Haste Lv
160, Telekinesis Lv 125, Checkpoint Lv 63, Gravity Lv 80, Pyromancy Lv
75, Geomancy Lv 80, Air Beam Lv 11, Thunder Ray Lv 101, Water

Cannon Lv 11, Mind Armor Lv 41

Passive Skills: Mental Fortitude Lv 35, Thunder Resistance Lv 68, Fire
Blessing Lv 100, Earth Blessing Lv 95, Lions Pride Lv 135
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Even at night, the angels were working non-stop . Leon had already thought
that before, but they looked more like zombies or machines when they were
working or fighting . They didn't consider things like a numerical
disadvantage, and in most cases, the only option they could see was to fight .

Regardless, the magic circle had already been created . The angels engraved
the circle on the earth and added some sort of paint that wouldn't let the land
absorb the monsters' blood . At the moment, they were just adding blood to
that paint on the ground .



"So, that is how they are preventing the blood from being absorbed . . . "

Leon and the harvesters were flying high on the sky because they were
planning to attack the points where the angels were still working . If they
wanted to succeed, they had to kill as many angels as they could before their
boss shows up . The best way to do that would be to attack the places the
angels were in and move on using Leon's Transfer .

"Let's go," Jorhorn said .

It was another cloudy night, so even after the harvesters became gigantic and
fell toward the place where the angels were working, they didn't notice their
presence . Leon imagined that the central continent would be the only place
he would find some signs of civilization, in the end, he only found remains of
destroyed cities buried by plants and grass . . . there was nothing to see . It
looks like the angels and nature itself had destroyed everything the harvesters'
built along the last five hundred years .

Inglar fell in the middle of the enemy like usual and created a shockwave of
flames, despite that, everyone fell nearby and received some damage thanks
to his attack . Unfortunately, that couldn't be helped because there was no
room for mistake, and some sacrifices had to be made .

This time, Ivolaer waited for Jertien to attack, making several Ice Meteors

fall, and then Genelosa froze all the ground in a five hundred meter radius .
With that much ice and the fire that Inglar created, the battlefield was now
full of water, and Ivolaer finally attacked . The harvesters started to float to
escape that terrific combination of spells . Meanwhile, the angels got burned
to a crisp .



"I guess my job is to look for loot again . . . "

Leon gladly did that, but unfortunately, as soon as Jorhorn destroyed a
massive part of the magic circle using his earth magic, they started to fly and
joined Leon . After using Transfer and reappearing above the clouds, the
harvesters returned to their standard size . . . Leon's job was to carry their
gear using Telekinesis, Gravity, and using Transfer . Again, he felt like a
servant, but since he was holding Soul Eater and leveling up all of those, he
decided not to complain out loud .

Congratulations! The skill Telekinesis has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Gravity has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

You obtained 01 status points .

It didn't take long before they could find another point where they found
hundreds of angels working, but they couldn't just avoid a few hundred and

hope that the battles would get more comfortable later .

"This is going to take forever," Ismenria said .

"Yes," Genelosa added . "Even if we use Transfer to escape, I bet that bastard
will be able to chase us . . . if he manages to see us . "



"We can speed up things if we split our group," Jorhorn said . "However, that
will also mean that we will lose our advantage against their leader . We can't
afford to do that, so just keep working fast and just shut up . "

Leon wondered if things wouldn't get easier if Jertien just creates a massive
Ice Meteor and then let it fall on the center of the continent . The angel boss
was probably there, and it would be the easiest way to kill him . But that
probably wouldn't be possible if he obtained that skill by the spirit of ice
instead of learning alone . The same thing could be applied to Jorhorn, even
though he could manipulate and create the earth, and also had Soul Steal at
his disposal, he wouldn't be able to use it efficiently, since the bigger the
projectile, the more mana he would have to spend to keep it under his
control .

The harvesters attacked several other points, and despite the number of angels
in those beings relatively small, they killed ten thousand angels in just one
hour . Although Leon didn't obtain a single coin, since his job was to use
Transfer in case something happens, he got a nice reward .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Ice Beam .

Cost: 50 mana per second

You obtained 01 status points .

"I guess this is the ice version of Flamethrower . . . hehe, this will be very
useful . "



Perhaps it would be even more useful than Thunder Ray . After all, Leon
could freeze his opponents and use their spirits instead of burning them to a
crisp . That way, he would be able to train several skills like Magic Craft and
Magic Blacksmith, he needed to train those as much as he can because he
didn't have time in the last months to improve his mithril telescope .

"To level it up faster, I will use it in combination with Thunder Ray .
Although the cost of mana will be insane, that way, I will increase the power
of Thunder Ray . "

That was Leon's plan for the future, but it looked like he would use much
sooner . Leon's job was also to observe the surroundings, and thanks to that,
he saw a beam of light approaching at an unbelievable speed . The creature
appeared in the middle of the battlefield, and Leon only noticed moments
later . . . that creature definitely used the inverse of Dark Aura . . . it used
Light Aura .

Putting that aside, Leon couldn't help but frown while looking at the boss of
the angels . That one was very different from the others . His wings didn't
feel out of place on his back . . . that one looked like a real angel . . .

Even at night, the angels were working non-stop . Leon had already thought
that before, but they looked more like zombies or machines when they were
working or fighting . They didnt consider things like a numerical
disadvantage, and in most cases, the only option they could see was to fight .

Regardless, the magic circle had already been created . The angels engraved
the circle on the earth and added some sort of paint that wouldnt let the land
absorb the monsters blood . At the moment, they were just adding blood to
that paint on the ground .



So, that is how they are preventing the blood from being absorbed . . .

Leon and the harvesters were flying high on the sky because they were
planning to attack the points where the angels were still working . If they
wanted to succeed, they had to kill as many angels as they could before their
boss shows up . The best way to do that would be to attack the places the
angels were in and move on using Leons Transfer .

Lets go, Jorhorn said .

It was another cloudy night, so even after the harvesters became gigantic and
fell toward the place where the angels were working, they didnt notice their
presence . Leon imagined that the central continent would be the only place
he would find some signs of civilization, in the end, he only found remains of
destroyed cities buried by plants and grass . . . there was nothing to see . It
looks like the angels and nature itself had destroyed everything the harvesters
built along the last five hundred years .

Inglar fell in the middle of the enemy like usual and created a shockwave of
flames, despite that, everyone fell nearby and received some damage thanks
to his attack . Unfortunately, that couldnt be helped because there was no
room for mistake, and some sacrifices had to be made .

This time, Ivolaer waited for Jertien to attack, making several Ice Meteors

fall, and then Genelosa froze all the ground in a five hundred meter radius .
With that much ice and the fire that Inglar created, the battlefield was now
full of water, and Ivolaer finally attacked . The harvesters started to float to
escape that terrific combination of spells . Meanwhile, the angels got burned
to a crisp .



I guess my job is to look for loot again . . .

Leon gladly did that, but unfortunately, as soon as Jorhorn destroyed a
massive part of the magic circle using his earth magic, they started to fly and
joined Leon . After using Transfer and reappearing above the clouds, the
harvesters returned to their standard size . . . Leons job was to carry their gear
using Telekinesis, Gravity, and using Transfer . Again, he felt like a servant,
but since he was holding Soul Eater and leveling up all of those, he decided
not to complain out loud .

Congratulations! The skill Telekinesis has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Gravity has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

You obtained 01 status points .

It didnt take long before they could find another point where they found
hundreds of angels working, but they couldnt just avoid a few hundred and

hope that the battles would get more comfortable later .

This is going to take forever, Ismenria said .

Yes, Genelosa added . Even if we use Transfer to escape, I bet that bastard
will be able to chase us . . . if he manages to see us .



We can speed up things if we split our group, Jorhorn said . However, that
will also mean that we will lose our advantage against their leader . We cant

afford to do that, so just keep working fast and just shut up .

Leon wondered if things wouldnt get easier if Jertien just creates a massive
Ice Meteor and then let it fall on the center of the continent . The angel boss
was probably there, and it would be the easiest way to kill him . But that
probably wouldnt be possible if he obtained that skill by the spirit of ice
instead of learning alone . The same thing could be applied to Jorhorn, even
though he could manipulate and create the earth, and also had Soul Steal at
his disposal, he wouldnt be able to use it efficiently, since the bigger the
projectile, the more mana he would have to spend to keep it under his
control .

The harvesters attacked several other points, and despite the number of angels
in those beings relatively small, they killed ten thousand angels in just one
hour . Although Leon didnt obtain a single coin, since his job was to use
Transfer in case something happens, he got a nice reward .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Ice Beam .

Cost: 50 mana per second

You obtained 01 status points .

I guess this is the ice version of Flamethrower . . . hehe, this will be very
useful .



Perhaps it would be even more useful than Thunder Ray . After all, Leon
could freeze his opponents and use their spirits instead of burning them to a
crisp . That way, he would be able to train several skills like Magic Craft and
Magic Blacksmith, he needed to train those as much as he can because he
didnt have time in the last months to improve his mithril telescope .

To level it up faster, I will use it in combination with Thunder Ray . Although
the cost of mana will be insane, that way, I will increase the power of
Thunder Ray .

That was Leons plan for the future, but it looked like he would use much
sooner . Leons job was also to observe the surroundings, and thanks to that,
he saw a beam of light approaching at an unbelievable speed . The creature
appeared in the middle of the battlefield, and Leon only noticed moments
later . . . that creature definitely used the inverse of Dark Aura . . . it used
Light Aura .

Putting that aside, Leon couldnt help but frown while looking at the boss of
the angels . That one was very different from the others . His wings didnt feel
out of place on his back . . . that one looked like a real angel . . .
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???? (Light)

Health: ????/????



Mana: ????/ ????

Stamina: ????/ ????

Active Skills: ????, ????, ????, ????, ????, ????, ????, ????

Passive Skills: ????, ????, ????¸ ????, ????, ????, ????, ????

"Not again . . . "

Congratulations! The skill Fear Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Fear Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Fear Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Fear Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .



The angel looked at Leon, annoyed, and only his eyes made him feel shivers .
It had been a long time since Leon felt fazed by so much bloodlust, but
despite all that, the angel didn't move and then looked at Jorhorn and his
friends . The creature didn't have a halo, but aside from that, it looked
quite . . . holy . It looked to be a male, but it was beautiful to the point where
one could think it was a female . . . despite its muscles . Unlike the other
angels, this one was wearing full plate white armor, and also had a sword that
was enveloped by light .

"Mmm . . . since I have Soul Eater with me, then I guess I can keep trying
it . . . "

Congratulations! The skill Appraisal has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Appraisal has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Appraisal has leveled up .(function()
{ googletag.display('div-gpt-ad-InStory-1'); });

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Appraisal has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .



. . .

The angel looked at Leon even more annoyed this time . . . as Leon had
expected, the creature was losing mana since it was also using Menta Armor

to protect its status from being identified . As much as Leon wanted to
decrease the monster's mana, he didn't want to annoy the creature to the point
and make it its first target . So, he stopped .

"So, you seven escaped . . . " The angel muttered . "And return after a few
years . . . just because a single human is helping you . "

Ivolaer swung his sword and sent a massive Thunder Wave toward the angel,
but the creature turned into a sphere of light and moved toward Ivolaer .
However, it stopped the very moment it got hit by Jertien's hammer . Despite
suffering the full impact of his attack on his gigantic shape, the angel didn't
move an inch and was holding back the hammer without breaking a sweat .

"This is really mithril . . . " The angel frowned . "Where did you guys find so

much? I thought we collected all the mithril this world could produce . . . "

Congratulations! The skill Appraisal has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Appraisal has leveled up .(function()
{ googletag.display('div-gpt-ad-InStory-3'); });

You obtained 01 status points .



Congratulations! The skill Appraisal has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Appraisal has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Since the creature was busy thinking about everyone's weapons, Leon
decided to use Appraisal non-stop sneakily . He needed to level up that skill
faster, and the angel that could counter Appraisal was the best option for him
to do that . However, that made the angel looked at Leon with vicious eyes .
The creature turned into its light sphere form and flew toward Leon, but he
used Transfer and hid behind Jorhorn . That wasn't a joke, that thing could
kill Leon in an instant, even if his Mana Armor protects him for two or three

hits, it wouldn't be enough .

"Come to think of it . . . I don't have to worry, as long as I have Soul Eater
with me, I probably won't die instantly . "

Despite that, Leon couldn't get careless . Even if it has a massive supply of
mana, thanks to Soul Eater, eventually, the angel would notice and find a way
to deal with it .



"Transfer . . . I see now how you survived and escaped," The angel muttered .
"However, I don't think any of could have obtained so much mana to go to
Earth . . . so where did you find a human?"

Congratulations! The skill Mind Armor has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Mind Armor has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Mind Armor has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

The angel tried to use Appraisal on Leon, but he got countered and opened his
eyes widely . Leon felt like smirking, but decided not to do so . . . it was
better to annoy an opponent when the opponent was beatable .

"Weapons and equipment made of mithril . . . " The angel muttered . " After
a few years, you guys now return with the help of a single human . . . I guess
I don't have any other choice . "

The angel raised his right hand and then caused an explosion of light, Leon
hoped to receive some damage, but it looked like its goal was just to buy



time . The creature disappeared . . . it ran away, and it took a few moments

everyone to understand that .

"Let's chase the bastard!" Jorhorn said, or he will call his allies!"

Everyone approached Leon, and then he used Transfer toward the center of
the continent . Every second, they moved dozens of kilometers, so it took
only a few minutes before they could reach the angels' dungeon . It was in the
middle of a ruined city . It made Leon recall the city he saw in the lower

world of Miebos . However, instead of observing the destroyed city, Leon
saw several angels running toward the dungeon .

"The son of a bitch escaped . . . " Jorhorn clicked his tongue . " Kill all the
angels! Don't try to save your mana!"

???? (Light)

Health: ????/????

Mana: ????/ ????

Stamina: ????/ ????

Active Skills: ????, ????, ????, ????, ????, ????, ????, ????

Passive Skills: ????, ????, ????¸ ????, ????, ????, ????, ????

Not again . . .



Congratulations! The skill Fear Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Fear Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Fear Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Fear Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

The angel looked at Leon, annoyed, and only his eyes made him feel shivers .
It had been a long time since Leon felt fazed by so much bloodlust, but
despite all that, the angel didnt move and then looked at Jorhorn and his
friends . The creature didnt have a halo, but aside from that, it looked
quite . . . holy . It looked to be a male, but it was beautiful to the point where
one could think it was a female . . . despite its muscles . Unlike the other
angels, this one was wearing full plate white armor, and also had a sword that
was enveloped by light .



Mmm . . . since I have Soul Eater with me, then I guess I can keep trying
it . . .

Congratulations! The skill Appraisal has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Appraisal has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Appraisal has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Appraisal has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

The angel looked at Leon even more annoyed this time . . . as Leon had
expected, the creature was losing mana since it was also using Menta Armor

to protect its status from being identified . As much as Leon wanted to
decrease the monsters mana, he didnt want to annoy the creature to the point
and make it its first target . So, he stopped .



So, you seven escaped . . . The angel muttered . And return after a few
years . . . just because a single human is helping you .

Ivolaer swung his sword and sent a massive Thunder Wave toward the angel,
but the creature turned into a sphere of light and moved toward Ivolaer .
However, it stopped the very moment it got hit by Jertiens hammer . Despite
suffering the full impact of his attack on his gigantic shape, the angel didnt
move an inch and was holding back the hammer without breaking a sweat .

This is really mithril . . . The angel frowned . Where did you guys find so

much? I thought we collected all the mithril this world could produce . . .

Congratulations! The skill Appraisal has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Appraisal has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Appraisal has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Appraisal has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .



. . .

Since the creature was busy thinking about everyones weapons, Leon decided
to use Appraisal non-stop sneakily . He needed to level up that skill faster,
and the angel that could counter Appraisal was the best option for him to do
that . However, that made the angel looked at Leon with vicious eyes . The
creature turned into its light sphere form and flew toward Leon, but he used
Transfer and hid behind Jorhorn . That wasnt a joke, that thing could kill
Leon in an instant, even if his Mana Armor protects him for two or three hits,
it wouldnt be enough .

Come to think of it . . . I dont have to worry, as long as I have Soul Eater with
me, I probably wont die instantly .

Despite that, Leon couldnt get careless . Even if it has a massive supply of
mana, thanks to Soul Eater, eventually, the angel would notice and find a way
to deal with it .

Transfer . . . I see now how you survived and escaped, The angel muttered .
However, I dont think any of could have obtained so much mana to go to
Earth . . . so where did you find a human?

Congratulations! The skill Mind Armor has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Mind Armor has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .



Congratulations! The skill Mind Armor has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

The angel tried to use Appraisal on Leon, but he got countered and opened his
eyes widely . Leon felt like smirking, but decided not to do so . . . it was
better to annoy an opponent when the opponent was beatable .

Weapons and equipment made of mithril . . . The angel muttered . After a
few years, you guys now return with the help of a single human . . . I guess
I dont have any other choice .

The angel raised his right hand and then caused an explosion of light, Leon
hoped to receive some damage, but it looked like its goal was just to buy
time . The creature disappeared . . . it ran away, and it took a few moments

everyone to understand that .

Lets chase the bastard! Jorhorn said, or he will call his allies!

Everyone approached Leon, and then he used Transfer toward the center of
the continent . Every second, they moved dozens of kilometers, so it took
only a few minutes before they could reach the angels dungeon . It was in the
middle of a ruined city . It made Leon recall the city he saw in the lower

world of Miebos . However, instead of observing the destroyed city, Leon
saw several angels running toward the dungeon .



The son of a bitch escaped . . . Jorhorn clicked his tongue . Kill all the angels!
Dont try to save your mana!
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After giving the order that made him sound like the evil last boss of an RPG,
Jorhorn made Earth Spikes rain over the destroyed city . He didn't hold back,
so dozens of angels got impaled .

"Hah! Now we are talking!" Ivolaer licked his lips and started to cut to pieces
every single creature nearby .

Congratulations! The skill Ice Beam has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Ice Beam has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Ice Beam has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .



Making good use of Soul Eater, Leon attacked using Thunder Ray and Ice
Beam . Surprisingly, the combo of those skills was far more potent than Leon
had imagined . Using both of them for twenty seconds was enough to kill

most angels . . . at least those who didn't try to fight .

Unfortunately, without holding back . Jorhorn soon had to take Soul Eater out
of Leon's hands . But he was more than satisfied with the result . He managed
to level up Ice Beam up to level forty, after all .

A random angel tried to attack Leon, who was keeping a safe distance from
them, but it died before it could even move a few meters . Ice Beam slowed

them down, and Thunder Ray made them twist in agony . . . that could be
considered torture, but Leon didn't hesitate in exterminating the things that
looked at him as if he was a dirty dog .

"I'm using too much mana . . . "

Leon had an idea, instead of frying them fast, he decided to turn the angels
into an ice statue and then recover his mana by killing them using the mithril
spear of the devourers, he lost some time doing that . Still, at least he didn't
have to leave the battlefield .

Despite the absolute power the harvesters could show, it took two days before
they could eliminate all angels that were working on that magic circle . Those
who weren't on the center of the continent had to join the battle later, so that
was why it lasted for so long . However, since they weren't concentrated and
didn't attack at the same time, Leon and the others won . Even if they have
absolute power, if they couldn't keep using the skills non-stop to kill all the
angels, it wouldn't grant them the victory .



Congratulations! The skill Thunder Ray has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Thunder Ray has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Thunder Ray has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

"Hehehe, and we still have to collect the loot . . . ��

Leon's smile disappeared from his face when he saw Genelosa standing and

looking at the remainings of what once had been a megacity . She was
looking at everything as if she missed that scenery but didn't recognize
anything .

"The hell am I am doing . . . why getting excited about things like status
points . . . they won't mean a thing unless I return to Earth soon . "

Every one of them was more powerful than Leon, but what was the use of
their power if they didn't manage to protect their worlds? That question was

probably the reason none of them didn't treat Leon like someone pathetic .
Inglar and Ivolaer were pretty wild and liked to fight, but they weren't drunk



on their own power because they felt powerless like never before when they
fled from their respective worlds .

After making a mental note not to fall for that false sense of confidence, Leon
started to look for the spoils of war, that was something that it would be
foolish to ignore . After all, the angel fled, but everyone was pretty sure he
would return with his friends . . .

With a single exception, all tomes and magic items that the angels dropped
were pretty much subpar, or at least Leon already knew them . However,
even though he was pretty sure that tome didn't drop by an angel he killed,
Leon obtained a new spell .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Eruption .

Cost: 100 mana

Cooldown time: 10 seconds

You obtained 01 status points .

Although the skill had a cooldown, the duration of the skill was also ten
seconds, so it didn't matter . The eruption caused a small eruption under the
feet of the target . It was a perfect skill to surprise some foes . Anyway, after
resting for a while and letting Genelosa seeing with her own eyes what her
world had become in the last twenty years, Jorhorn called everyone .

"That bastard probably is heading to reunite with his allies . . . " Jorhorn said,
visibly annoyed . "Now, we will have to face them all at once . "



"Can't we just fill the dungeon with earth, ice, or something to prevent them
from using it?" Alurelle asked .

"We can, but I doubt that will stop them," Jorhorn answered . "They probably
can travel through outer space in that light form . Most likely, they won't use
the dungeons to reach us . If this magic circle is necessary for them and they

are doing the same thing on other planets . Then, they will come in the next
few days . "

"I don't think they will . . . " Jertien said . "They know that we can use

Transfer and have enough mana to reach the nearby planets . Most likely,
they will prepare a trap to stop us from escaping first . "

That would be the easiest way to deal with Leon and the harvesters at the
same time, but it looked like they would have to use one hell of a spell to stop
Leon using Transfer from any point of the Celosie . . .

After giving the order that made him sound like the evil last boss of an RPG,
Jorhorn made Earth Spikes rain over the destroyed city . He didnt hold back,
so dozens of angels got impaled .

Hah! Now we are talking! Ivolaer licked his lips and started to cut to pieces
every single creature nearby .

Congratulations! The skill Ice Beam has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Ice Beam has leveled up .



You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Ice Beam has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Making good use of Soul Eater, Leon attacked using Thunder Ray and Ice
Beam . Surprisingly, the combo of those skills was far more potent than Leon
had imagined . Using both of them for twenty seconds was enough to kill

most angels . . . at least those who didnt try to fight .

Unfortunately, without holding back . Jorhorn soon had to take Soul Eater out
of Leons hands . But he was more than satisfied with the result . He managed
to level up Ice Beam up to level forty, after all .

A random angel tried to attack Leon, who was keeping a safe distance from
them, but it died before it could even move a few meters . Ice Beam slowed

them down, and Thunder Ray made them twist in agony . . . that could be
considered torture, but Leon didnt hesitate in exterminating the things that
looked at him as if he was a dirty dog .

Im using too much mana . . .

Leon had an idea, instead of frying them fast, he decided to turn the angels
into an ice statue and then recover his mana by killing them using the mithril
spear of the devourers, he lost some time doing that . Still, at least he didnt
have to leave the battlefield .



Despite the absolute power the harvesters could show, it took two days before
they could eliminate all angels that were working on that magic circle . Those
who werent on the center of the continent had to join the battle later, so that
was why it lasted for so long . However, since they werent concentrated and
didnt attack at the same time, Leon and the others won . Even if they have
absolute power, if they couldnt keep using the skills non-stop to kill all the
angels, it wouldnt grant them the victory .

Congratulations! The skill Thunder Ray has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Thunder Ray has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Thunder Ray has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Hehehe, and we still have to collect the loot . . . ��

Leons smile disappeared from his face when he saw Genelosa standing and
looking at the remainings of what once had been a megacity . She was
looking at everything as if she missed that scenery but didnt recognize
anything .



The hell am I am doing . . . why getting excited about things like status
points . . . they wont mean a thing unless I return to Earth soon .

Every one of them was more powerful than Leon, but what was the use of
their power if they didnt manage to protect their worlds? That question was

probably the reason none of them didnt treat Leon like someone pathetic .
Inglar and Ivolaer were pretty wild and liked to fight, but they werent drunk
on their own power because they felt powerless like never before when they
fled from their respective worlds .

After making a mental note not to fall for that false sense of confidence, Leon
started to look for the spoils of war, that was something that it would be
foolish to ignore . After all, the angel fled, but everyone was pretty sure he
would return with his friends . . .

With a single exception, all tomes and magic items that the angels dropped
were pretty much subpar, or at least Leon already knew them . However,
even though he was pretty sure that tome didnt drop by an angel he killed,
Leon obtained a new spell .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Eruption .

Cost: 100 mana

Cooldown time: 10 seconds

You obtained 01 status points .



Although the skill had a cooldown, the duration of the skill was also ten
seconds, so it didnt matter . The eruption caused a small eruption under the
feet of the target . It was a perfect skill to surprise some foes . Anyway, after
resting for a while and letting Genelosa seeing with her own eyes what her
world had become in the last twenty years, Jorhorn called everyone .

That bastard probably is heading to reunite with his allies . . . Jorhorn said,
visibly annoyed . Now, we will have to face them all at once .

Cant we just fill the dungeon with earth, ice, or something to prevent them
from using it? Alurelle asked .

We can, but I doubt that will stop them, Jorhorn answered . They probably
can travel through outer space in that light form . Most likely, they wont use
the dungeons to reach us . If this magic circle is necessary for them and they

are doing the same thing on other planets . Then, they will come in the next
few days .

I dont think they will . . . Jertien said . They know that we can use Transfer

and have enough mana to reach the nearby planets . Most likely, they will
prepare a trap to stop us from escaping first .

That would be the easiest way to deal with Leon and the harvesters at the
same time, but it looked like they would have to use one hell of a spell to stop
Leon using Transfer from any point of the Celosie . . .
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Leon's last option was to run away in case things turn south . Still, he
couldn't let the angels prevent him from using Transfer . That would be very
troublesome in many ways . . .

"That kind of thing will take a while to prepare . . . " Leon said . "Shouldn't
we visit the world where we will find Volt? I think that extra power can help

us . "

"No," Jorhorn said .

" . . . Why not?" Leon frowned .

" . . . Most likely, the angels know that we might use the spirit of thunder to

help us," Jertien explained . "We can't obtain Volt's power, but you can, so
the angels will protect the place where Volt's fragment is . Just like they will
protect the places where the other magic circles are . "

"Is that so . . . " Leon said and then looked at every one of the harvesters in
the eye .

It had been the first time Leon looked at them like that at the same time .
Despite that, they didn't show any emotion . Only Alurelle avoided meeting
Leon's eyes .

"I guess it can't be helped . . . " Leon shrugged . "What is the plan, then?"

"There is nothing for us to do but keep strengthening ourselves," Jorhorn
explained . "If they will find a way to lock us on this planet, then that will



work for us because they won't have the chance to escape in case something
happens . Besides, this is a big opportunity if we face them directly and defeat

them, then our worlds will be ours again . "

All in all, Jorhorn wanted to give the angels the last battle they wanted . They
wanted to face the angels directly all at once, but they didn't want to provide
Leon with the opportunity to obtain a boost in power . They were hiding
something . . . Jertien's words made sense, but Leon still felt that something
was being kept hidden from him . Perhaps they killed Volt as well and didn't
obtain any power from it, or maybe Volt wouldn't give Leon any power
because he worked with the harvesters and they killed Volt's friends . . . or
relatives . It was hard to be sure what kind of relationship the spirits had .

"Well, it doesn't really matter . . . "

Since he didn't have much choice at the moment, he decided to follow the

harvesters, but not for much longer . The angels wouldn't appear from the

dungeon nearby for a while, but the number of dungeons on the central
continent was even higher than on the northern continent . So, Leon and
harvesters didn't have to take turns in clearing those places . However,
instead of looking for a dungeon, Leon approached the paint of the magic
circle and used Mana-Eater . Just as he had expected . . . he felt traces of
mithril there, small particles could be felt . So, he recovered some of his
mana .

"I guess this will do . . . I don't have to worry about noise, so shall I train
Spinning Earth Arrow, Explosive Fire Arrow, and Fast-Conjuration, or shall I
keep training Thunder Ray and Ice Beam? Why not both?"



"The angels won't come for a while, right?" Leon asked . "In that case, I'm
going to look for a dungeon . "

Jorhorn had the tower in his miniaturized form with him, so they wouldn't
need Leon for the time being . Finally, he had some freedom, and he decided
to leave without waiting for an answer . Since the magic circle was the size of
half of the continent, it didn't take long for Leon to find a dungeon that was
close to some marks of the magic circle, and there he found a new type of

monster . . . Hellhounds .

Hellhound

Health: 15000/15000

Mana: 13000/13000

Stamina: 16000/16000

Strength: 1450

Dexterity: 950

Speed: 350

Active Skills: Fire Breath Lv 300, Fire Manipulation Manipulation Lv 310,
Fire Creation Lv 280, Burning Aura Lv 280, Fire Transformation Lv 310,
Fire Tornado Lv 280



Passive Skills: Wind Resistance Lv 290, Fire Resistance Lv 350, Earth
Resistance Lv 250, Rage Lv 310, Fire Absorption Lv 330, Pyromancy Lv
300

"Is that a hellhound?"

Leon couldn't help but frown while looking at the creature, instead of flesh, it
looked like the creature was made of shadows . . . its eyes were basically a
red glow amidst the darkness . Regardless, probably because Leon leveled up
a lot Appraisal, but now he could see some extra skills and some status of the

opponent . As a mage, it couldn't be helped that he would have some low
status like strength and speed, but the fact that such a monster had so much
speed was insane . . . it could have even more if the beast weren't absurdly so
strong .

"It is a fire type monster . . . let's see how well can handle Thunder Ray and

Ice Beam . "

Since it worked against the angel, Leon thought it would be a piece of cake
defeat the hellhounds . . . he couldn't be more wrong . The very moment
Leon used both spells, the creature jumped to the side and avoided the spells .
Leon tried to follow them, but his attacks never hit the mark . The beast was
fifty meters away from Leon, his magic projectiles could fly that distance in
0 . 1 seconds, but the creature was fast enough to dodge them . The
hellhound could run around Leon indefinitely and would never get hit . . .

" . . . I guess this is the true power of monsters of a world that is on the third
stage of assimilation has . . . "



Attacking like that was a waste of time, so Leon stopped Thunder Ray and Ice
Beam . The very moment Leon did that, the hellhound charged . However,
that was within Leon's expectations . So, he used Thunder Ray and Ice Beam
again, freezing and electrocuting the creature at the same time .

"I'm not the right person to say this, but . . . you are just a bit smarter than the
angels," Leon said .

Leons last option was to run away in case things turn south . Still, he couldnt
let the angels prevent him from using Transfer . That would be very
troublesome in many ways . . .

That kind of thing will take a while to prepare . . . Leon said . Shouldnt we
visit the world where we will find Volt? I think that extra power can help us .

No, Jorhorn said .

. . . Why not? Leon frowned .

. . . Most likely, the angels know that we might use the spirit of thunder to

help us, Jertien explained . We cant obtain Volts power, but you can, so the
angels will protect the place where Volts fragment is . Just like they will
protect the places where the other magic circles are .

Is that so . . . Leon said and then looked at every one of the harvesters in the
eye .



It had been the first time Leon looked at them like that at the same time .
Despite that, they didnt show any emotion . Only Alurelle avoided meeting
Leons eyes .

I guess it cant be helped . . . Leon shrugged . What is the plan, then?

There is nothing for us to do but keep strengthening ourselves, Jorhorn
explained . If they will find a way to lock us on this planet, then that will
work for us because they wont have the chance to escape in case something
happens . Besides, this is a big opportunity if we face them directly and defeat

them, then our worlds will be ours again .

All in all, Jorhorn wanted to give the angels the last battle they wanted . They
wanted to face the angels directly all at once, but they didnt want to provide
Leon with the opportunity to obtain a boost in power . They were hiding
something . . . Jertiens words made sense, but Leon still felt that something
was being kept hidden from him . Perhaps they killed Volt as well and didnt
obtain any power from it, or maybe Volt wouldnt give Leon any power
because he worked with the harvesters and they killed Volts friends . . . or
relatives . It was hard to be sure what kind of relationship the spirits had .

Well, it doesnt really matter . . .

Since he didnt have much choice at the moment, he decided to follow the

harvesters, but not for much longer . The angels wouldnt appear from the

dungeon nearby for a while, but the number of dungeons on the central
continent was even higher than on the northern continent . So, Leon and
harvesters didnt have to take turns in clearing those places . However, instead
of looking for a dungeon, Leon approached the paint of the magic circle and



used Mana-Eater . Just as he had expected . . . he felt traces of mithril there,
small particles could be felt . So, he recovered some of his mana .

I guess this will do . . . I dont have to worry about noise, so shall I train
Spinning Earth Arrow, Explosive Fire Arrow, and Fast-Conjuration, or shall I
keep training Thunder Ray and Ice Beam? Why not both?

The angels wont come for a while, right? Leon asked . In that case, Im going

to look for a dungeon .

Jorhorn had the tower in his miniaturized form with him, so they wouldnt
need Leon for the time being . Finally, he had some freedom, and he decided
to leave without waiting for an answer . Since the magic circle was the size of
half of the continent, it didnt take long for Leon to find a dungeon that was
close to some marks of the magic circle, and there he found a new type of

monster . . . Hellhounds .

Hellhound

Health: 15000/15000

Mana: 13000/13000

Stamina: 16000/16000

Strength: 1450

Dexterity: 950



Speed: 350

Active Skills: Fire Breath Lv 300, Fire Manipulation Manipulation Lv 310,
Fire Creation Lv 280, Burning Aura Lv 280, Fire Transformation Lv 310,
Fire Tornado Lv 280

Passive Skills: Wind Resistance Lv 290, Fire Resistance Lv 350, Earth
Resistance Lv 250, Rage Lv 310, Fire Absorption Lv 330, Pyromancy Lv
300

Is that a hellhound?

Leon couldnt help but frown while looking at the creature, instead of flesh, it
looked like the creature was made of shadows . . . its eyes were basically a
red glow amidst the darkness . Regardless, probably because Leon leveled up
a lot Appraisal, but now he could see some extra skills and some status of the

opponent . As a mage, it couldnt be helped that he would have some low
status like strength and speed, but the fact that such a monster had so much
speed was insane . . . it could have even more if the beast werent absurdly so
strong .

It is a fire type monster . . . lets see how well can handle Thunder Ray and Ice

Beam .

Since it worked against the angel, Leon thought it would be a piece of cake
defeat the hellhounds . . . he couldnt be more wrong . The very moment Leon
used both spells, the creature jumped to the side and avoided the spells . Leon
tried to follow them, but his attacks never hit the mark . The beast was fifty
meters away from Leon, his magic projectiles could fly that distance in 0 . 1



seconds, but the creature was fast enough to dodge them . The hellhound
could run around Leon indefinitely and would never get hit . . .

. . . I guess this is the true power of monsters of a world that is on the third
stage of assimilation has . . .

Attacking like that was a waste of time, so Leon stopped Thunder Ray and Ice
Beam . The very moment Leon did that, the hellhound charged . However,
that was within Leons expectations . So, he used Thunder Ray and Ice Beam
again, freezing and electrocuting the creature at the same time .

Im not the right person to say this, but . . . you are just a bit smarter than the
angels, Leon said .
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Infernal Mithril Helm

It grants you the skill: Burning Aura Lv 140 . Endurance + 120, Mentality +
120 .

After freezing the hellhound, Leon used its spirit and enchanted the helmet he
created previously . Initially, he intended to develop Magneto's helmet . . .
but since he now had Mind Armor, it was no longer necessary .



"Mmm . . . I can feel a warm aura around my body, this certainly protects me
from ice and water type attacks, but can it increase the power of my fire
attacks?"

Leon tested that and confirmed that wasn't the case . Still, it was handy, but it
was a pain to keep using a helmet . . . maybe it was because Leon was used
to fighting with his clothes alone, but he felt annoyed with that on his head .
However, he would have to get used to it .

Congratulations! The skill Ice Beam has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Thunder Ray has leveled up .

Sponsored Content
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You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Mana-Eater has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .



One very interesting about Leon's current situation, he didn't have to leave
his position to use Mana-Eater . Somehow the angels created a paint using

mithril, so since the paint was connected, he could absorb all the mana of the
circle that was covering half of the continent . . .

"So much mana . . . why did the angels still need monsters blood? Were they

sacrificing the world or something?"

Such thing was the theme of many books and games Leon saw in the past . . .
human beings using blood and making an offering to summon na evil creature,
and then those same human beings were eaten by the beast they summoned .
Regardless, Leon and the harvesters would probably learn what they were
plotting once the angels return . That being said, Leon couldn't imagine them
appearing and giving the answers Leon wanted to hear .

Congratulations! The skill Magic Craftsmanship has leveled up .

Sponsored Content
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You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Magic Blacksmith has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .



After improving the mithril helm eight times, Leon wondered if he could keep
enchanting other equipment . He didn't have all that much equipment he
could enchant, and besides, he had to improve his telescope . The only way to
do that was to keep trying to create better versions of it while Magic
Craftsmanship and Magic Blacksmith level up .

"Increasing the size will also help, but . . . it will make it easier to find, and
my enemies will try to destroy it just to mess with me . I guess the only
option is to keep improving the small version until I solve the other
problems . "

"I guess my only option is to keep improving my mana pool and level up
Transfer to make it more efficient . . . at least for the time being . "

While he was waiting for the hellhounds to leave the dungeon, he practiced
Transfer and improved his telescope . While Leon was training, Jertien
suddenly appeared in the middle of the first night after that battle . Leon had
nothing against the old man, but it was getting hard to keep a straight face
while looking at him .

Sponsored Content
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"Hello, Leon," Jertien said . "I came to ask why the angel looked annoyed at
you so many times . It is because you obtained a skill to counter Appraisal?"

"I don't remember learning such a skill," Leon frowned . "I only recently
learned a spell that can counter some illusionary spells and mental attacks . "



"Is that so?" Jertien asked . "It seems to me such skill also can counter
Appraisal . Can you give a few pointers, I think such a skill will be handy
against the angels . "

"Sure, but how about you teach me something useful first?" Leon asked .
"That way, we will be able to help each other . "

"I guess you are quite angry because we didn't fulfill our end of the bargain,"
Jertien rubbed his chin . "Well, that is easy . . . how about I teach you some

spells that may help you defeat Jorhorn? Truth to be told, he gets on my
nerves too . "

"Nah, I don't need something like that," Leon said . "It doesn't have to be
something powerful . If it is useful, I'm fine with it . "

"I'm pretty sure a spell that can help you defeat Jorhorn would be very

useful . . . " Jertien frowned . "Well, it is your choice then . How about I

teach you a spell that I developed after I obtained the power of Celsius . The
name of the spell is Ice Trap, you pour your mana into a place, and then a
spike of ice will pierce the opponent the moment he steps on it . "

"So, the name of the spirit of ice really is Celsius . . . " Leon said . "Well, I'm
fine with Ice Trap . How can I learn?"

"It is very simple, just pour your mana into any place on the ground and try to
create the runes," Jertien created two small sculptures of ice that had the
shape of a Z and upside down R . "Put those above each other while your pour
your mana and you will learn it . "



Leon couldn't help but frown . Although those were supposed to be runes and
were very different from the ones Leon had to create in order to create a
Checkpoint, he did so, anyway .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Ice Trap .

Cost: 30 mana

You obtained 01 status points .

"You actually learned on the first try . . . " Jertien frowned .

"How did you discover that you could use Ice Trap like this?" Leon asked .

"I just saw those runes in a temple on another world," Jertien explained . "I
saw some gravures that made me think of Celsius, so I decided to try . "

Infernal Mithril Helm

It grants you the skill: Burning Aura Lv 140 . Endurance + 120, Mentality +
120 .

After freezing the hellhound, Leon used its spirit and enchanted the helmet he
created previously . Initially, he intended to develop Magnetos helmet . . . but
since he now had Mind Armor, it was no longer necessary .



Mmm . . . I can feel a warm aura around my body, this certainly protects me
from ice and water type attacks, but can it increase the power of my fire
attacks?

Leon tested that and confirmed that wasnt the case . Still, it was handy, but it
was a pain to keep using a helmet . . . maybe it was because Leon was used
to fighting with his clothes alone, but he felt annoyed with that on his head .
However, he would have to get used to it .

Congratulations! The skill Ice Beam has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Thunder Ray has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Mana-Eater has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

One very interesting about Leons current situation, he didnt have to leave his
position to use Mana-Eater . Somehow the angels created a paint using mithril,
so since the paint was connected, he could absorb all the mana of the circle
that was covering half of the continent . . .



So much mana . . . why did the angels still need monsters blood? Were they

sacrificing the world or something?

Such thing was the theme of many books and games Leon saw in the past . . .
human beings using blood and making an offering to summon na evil creature,
and then those same human beings were eaten by the beast they summoned .
Regardless, Leon and the harvesters would probably learn what they were
plotting once the angels return . That being said, Leon couldnt imagine them
appearing and giving the answers Leon wanted to hear .

Congratulations! The skill Magic Craftsmanship has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Magic Blacksmith has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

After improving the mithril helm eight times, Leon wondered if he could keep
enchanting other equipment . He didnt have all that much equipment he could
enchant, and besides, he had to improve his telescope . The only way to do
that was to keep trying to create better versions of it while Magic
Craftsmanship and Magic Blacksmith level up .

Increasing the size will also help, but . . . it will make it easier to find, and
my enemies will try to destroy it just to mess with me . I guess the only
option is to keep improving the small version until I solve the other
problems .



I guess my only option is to keep improving my mana pool and level up
Transfer to make it more efficient . . . at least for the time being .

While he was waiting for the hellhounds to leave the dungeon, he practiced
Transfer and improved his telescope . While Leon was training, Jertien
suddenly appeared in the middle of the first night after that battle . Leon had
nothing against the old man, but it was getting hard to keep a straight face
while looking at him .

Hello, Leon, Jertien said . I came to ask why the angel looked annoyed at you
so many times . It is because you obtained a skill to counter Appraisal?

I dont remember learning such a skill, Leon frowned . I only recently learned
a spell that can counter some illusionary spells and mental attacks .

Is that so? Jertien asked . It seems to me such skill also can counter
Appraisal . Can you give a few pointers, I think such a skill will be handy
against the angels .

Sure, but how about you teach me something useful first? Leon asked . That
way, we will be able to help each other .

I guess you are quite angry because we didnt fulfill our end of the bargain,
Jertien rubbed his chin . Well, that is easy . . . how about I teach you some

spells that may help you defeat Jorhorn? Truth to be told, he gets on my
nerves too .

Nah, I dont need something like that, Leon said . It doesnt have to be
something powerful . If it is useful, Im fine with it .



Im pretty sure a spell that can help you defeat Jorhorn would be very
useful . . . Jertien frowned . Well, it is your choice then . How about I teach

you a spell that I developed after I obtained the power of Celsius . The name
of the spell is Ice Trap, you pour your mana into a place, and then a spike of
ice will pierce the opponent the moment he steps on it .

So, the name of the spirit of ice really is Celsius . . . Leon said .Well, Im fine

with Ice Trap . How can I learn?

It is very simple, just pour your mana into any place on the ground and try to
create the runes, Jertien created two small sculptures of ice that had the shape
of a Z and upside down R . Put those above each other while your pour your
mana and you will learn it .

Leon couldnt help but frown . Although those were supposed to be runes and
were very different from the ones Leon had to create in order to create a
Checkpoint, he did so, anyway .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Ice Trap .

Cost: 30 mana

You obtained 01 status points .

You actually learned on the first try . . . Jertien frowned .

How did you discover that you could use Ice Trap like this? Leon asked .



I just saw those runes in a temple on another world, Jertien explained . I saw
some gravures that made me think of Celsius, so I decided to try .
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Would someone try to replicate a rune they just found? The answer was yes,
if that someone was pretty insane . Jertien passed the image of a wise old man,
but it looked like that wasn't one hundred percent true . Regardless, Leon
taught Jertien how to learn Mind Armor, too .

"Are you sure is that how you learned?" Jertien frowned .

"Yep, did you try that before?" Leon asked . "Maybe you should put more

mana in your brain . "

Leon imagined that Jertien and the others would quickly learn, even if that
was the case, that only help Leon in the future . However, it looked like they
tried before, but didn't succeed .

"Now that I think about it, perhaps skills have certain requirements . . . for
example, to learn Ghost Punch someone would have to have at least fifty
points of stamina since that was the cost of the skill . Considering that Jertien
has a lot of mana, perhaps to activate the trigger and learn Mind Armor, he
also would have to learn Mana Armor, or have Mana Armor at a certain
level . . . "



That was a possibility, but that kind of thing he didn't have to answer or
explain because no one asked .

"I will give it a try later," Jertien said . "Well, I'm going . I also need to work
hard and get stronger while I can . "

After Jertien left, Leon started to wonder f those guys' brains had rotted after
so many years . Their intentions were clear; most likely, they didn't intend to
help Leon after they deal with angels . If they succeed, they won't have time
to help a creature of another planet, even though that same creature was
pivotal for them . Jorhorn was the leader of the group, but he was stupid to
the point where he couldn't hide his hatred and bloodlust . He hated beings of
other worlds since one of the many destroyed his world, family, and friends,
but he hated Leon even more because he almost killed Alurelle .

"I gave them plenty of chances and helped them without receiving anything in

exchange . . . if that is the path they want to follow, then so be it . I'm tired

of this crap . . . I don't mind if they plan to get rid of me after solving this
problem, but treat me like a dead brain for so long is annoying beyond
reason . "

Leon knew from the very first moment he saw Jorhorn that he would never
become an ally . Despite that, they had things that could help Leon in the long
run . Knowledge and technology were one of them, and that was why Leon
did his part and made himself useful, but it was time to stop the acting .
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"Their betrayal is obvious, but it didn't happen yet . . . so I guess I can't
become an ally of the angels . . . I don't even think that is possible, anyway .
"

In the end, Leon couldn't even follow the 'enemy of my enemy is my friend,'
be angels, or harvesters, all of them were his enemies . So, he could only act
once he decreases the numbers . The difficulty would be severe, but the
rewards would be awesome .

"Well, one step at a time . . . "

"They used a spell to prevent us from spying? Or is that the result of the

completion of the other magic circles?"

In the end, Leon couldn't even go to Celosie alone if he wanted . The cost of
the trip would be a stupid amount of mana, which he didn't have, and to
return would be even more difficult since he didn't know what was waiting

for him there .

Leon resumed his hunting/practice while changing things a little bit, now that

he mostly didn't have to worry about mana, thanks to the magic circle, he
decided to add Gravity and Telekinesis to his training program . Both skills
would be necessary for the future, and even though that would make the
battles easy, Leon couldn't afford to worry about such things now that he was

sure that he couldn't count on the harvesters' help to go home .

Congratulations! The skill Telekinesis has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .



Congratulations! The skill Gravity has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .
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Congratulations! The skill Transfer has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Lion's Pride has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

"I also have to resume my training of combining the elements . . . oh,
man . . . so many things to do . . . "

Leon almost forgot that due to the recent events, but better late than never .
He thought it would take only a few days for him to develop and receive the
notification considering the mana of the magic circle, but it took Leon two
weeks for him to master that kind of spell .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Plasma Bullet .

Cost: 100 mana



You obtained 01 status points .
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"Plasma Bullet? No Light Bullet?" Leon frowned .

Leon couldn't help but frown while looking at the results of his hard work,
even at the level one, that spell was terrific . Plasma Bullets could pierce ten
meters of earth easily . . . Still, even though it had some similarities, it wasn't
the effects he saw that light-type attacks could cause .

Congratulations! The skill Wind Creation has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Earth Creation has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Fire Creation has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Water Creation has leveled up .



You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Wind Transformation has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Earth Transformation has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Fire Transformation has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Water Transformation has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

"I guess this is one level below light magic . . . Well, this will do . "

Would someone try to replicate a rune they just found? The answer was yes,
if that someone was pretty insane . Jertien passed the image of a wise old man,
but it looked like that wasnt one hundred percent true . Regardless, Leon
taught Jertien how to learn Mind Armor, too .



Are you sure is that how you learned? Jertien frowned .

Yep, did you try that before? Leon asked . Maybe you should put more mana

in your brain .

Leon imagined that Jertien and the others would quickly learn, even if that
was the case, that only help Leon in the future . However, it looked like they
tried before, but didnt succeed .

Now that I think about it, perhaps skills have certain requirements . . . for
example, to learn Ghost Punch someone would have to have at least fifty
points of stamina since that was the cost of the skill . Considering that Jertien
has a lot of mana, perhaps to activate the trigger and learn Mind Armor, he
also would have to learn Mana Armor, or have Mana Armor at a certain
level . . .

That was a possibility, but that kind of thing he didnt have to answer or
explain because no one asked .

I will give it a try later, Jertien said . Well, Im going . I also need to work
hard and get stronger while I can .

After Jertien left, Leon started to wonder f those guys brains had rotted after
so many years . Their intentions were clear; most likely, they didnt intend to
help Leon after they deal with angels . If they succeed, they wont have time
to help a creature of another planet, even though that same creature was
pivotal for them . Jorhorn was the leader of the group, but he was stupid to
the point where he couldnt hide his hatred and bloodlust . He hated beings of



other worlds since one of the many destroyed his world, family, and friends,
but he hated Leon even more because he almost killed Alurelle .

I gave them plenty of chances and helped them without receiving anything in
exchange . . . if that is the path they want to follow, then so be it . Im tired of

this crap . . . I dont mind if they plan to get rid of me after solving this
problem, but treat me like a dead brain for so long is annoying beyond
reason .

Leon knew from the very first moment he saw Jorhorn that he would never
become an ally . Despite that, they had things that could help Leon in the long
run . Knowledge and technology were one of them, and that was why Leon
did his part and made himself useful, but it was time to stop the acting .

Their betrayal is obvious, but it didnt happen yet . . . so I guess I cant become
an ally of the angels . . . I dont even think that is possible, anyway .

In the end, Leon couldnt even follow the enemy of my enemy is my friend, be
angels, or harvesters, all of them were his enemies . So, he could only act
once he decreases the numbers . The difficulty would be severe, but the
rewards would be awesome .

Well, one step at a time . . .

They used a spell to prevent us from spying? Or is that the result of the

completion of the other magic circles?

In the end, Leon couldnt even go to Celosie alone if he wanted . The cost of
the trip would be a stupid amount of mana, which he didnt have, and to return



would be even more difficult since he didnt know what was waiting for him
there .

Leon resumed his hunting/practice while changing things a little bit, now that

he mostly didnt have to worry about mana, thanks to the magic circle, he
decided to add Gravity and Telekinesis to his training program . Both skills
would be necessary for the future, and even though that would make the
battles easy, Leon couldnt afford to worry about such things now that he was

sure that he couldnt count on the harvesters help to go home .

Congratulations! The skill Telekinesis has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Gravity has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Transfer has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Lions Pride has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

I also have to resume my training of combining the elements . . . oh, man . . .
so many things to do . . .



Leon almost forgot that due to the recent events, but better late than never .
He thought it would take only a few days for him to develop and receive the
notification considering the mana of the magic circle, but it took Leon two
weeks for him to master that kind of spell .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Plasma Bullet .

Cost: 100 mana

You obtained 01 status points .

Plasma Bullet? No Light Bullet? Leon frowned .

Leon couldnt help but frown while looking at the results of his hard work,
even at the level one, that spell was terrific . Plasma Bullets could pierce ten
meters of earth easily . . . Still, even though it had some similarities, it wasnt
the effects he saw that light-type attacks could cause .

Congratulations! The skill Wind Creation has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Earth Creation has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Fire Creation has leveled up .



You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Water Creation has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Wind Transformation has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Earth Transformation has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Fire Transformation has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Water Transformation has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

I guess this is one level below light magic . . . Well, this will do .
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If Plasma Bullet was much smaller but consumed one-third of the mana
Magma Spear consumed, then the potential of the skill was there . However,
since that was the case, Leon couldn't afford to learn other forms of attacks
by combining elements . To maximize the potential of that skill, Leon had to
learn different spells that consumed less mana and level up them to obtain
status points, and he felt quite satisfied after doing that for a month .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Steel Bullet .

Cost: 20 mana

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Steel Arrow .

Cost: 30 mana

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Steel Lance .

Cost: 30 mana



You obtained 01 status points .
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Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Steel Wall .

Cost: 30 mana

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Ice Needle .

Cost: 03 mana

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Magma Wall .

Cost: 40 mana

You obtained 01 status points .
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Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Thunder Wall .

Cost: 40 mana

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Thunder Lance .

Cost: 30 mana

You obtained 01 status points .

Although some spells, he learned with more ease thanks to Pyromancy and
Geomancy, Leon leveled them up until the level twenty just for the status

points . He wasn't in a world where such skills could be useful, after all .

"Well, not bad considering that I also leveled up other skills while I was
fighting against the hellhounds . . . but seriously, not a single tome? Again?
I'm wearing a ring that increases my luck, damn it! I can't believe even that is
useless on my hands . . . "

Putting such thoughts and complaining aside, even though he was
complaining, Leon didn't feel the need to obtain tomes . Learning new spells

was becoming easier the more points he put in his intelligence, after all .
Besides, he also leveled up Plasma Bullet to the point where the hellhounds
couldn't escape, and only five bullets were enough to kill them . So, all in all,
Leon was progressing much more than he expected .
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Congratulations! The skill Mind Armor has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Mind Armor has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

" . . . Again, huh . "

Such a thing happened a few times in the last month . It was clear that one of
the harvesters was trying to use Appraisal on Leon from a place he couldn't
see . It was so evident that it was stupid . Still, Leon had to act as if nothing
had happened . He couldn't reveal that countering Appraisal required quite a
lot of mana .

Considering that they spent twenty years creating a magic circle on that planet,
it was hard to be sure when the angels would prepare the method to lock Leon
and the harvesters on that world . In Leon's head, one month was more than
enough . But it was hard to be sure of that . . . angels were sentient beings
that were even older than the harvesters, after all . However, even if they
know the method, they couldn't prepare such large scale spell so fast .



"I guess my current arsenal can handle most of the enemies I will face . . . the
problem is how to keep myself alive . I'm, without a doubt, the easiest target
of this group . So, the angels will try to get rid of me first . . . to increase my
chances of survival; I will have to keep Haste active at all times . So, I guess
from now on, I will only practice Haste and Plasma Bullet . "

It was apparent that Soul Eater wouldn't stay on his hands on the battle
against the angels, so Leon would have to use Haste to save some mana and
keep himself alive . Transfer was useful, but it wasn't something Leon could
use for an undetermined amount of time against six enemies that could move
faster than his eyes can see .

"Some points in speed will help me with that, and since Haste will multiply
those by two hundred percent, then I don't have to put so many . It will also
be complicated if my speed suddenly increased, but I'm not used to it . "

Leon had several sets of mithril rings that he could increase his status
according to the situation, but since they could only duplicate his current
status, he had no choice but to do that .

Congratulations! The skill Haste has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Plasma Bullet has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .



In the blink of an eye, another month passed . Haste reached level two
hundred, and Plasma Bullet reached level one hundred . That was good, and
all, but Leon was getting impatient again . Getting stronger was good, but that
wasn't his goal . Besides, waiting for such a blatant attack was wearing his
nerves .

"Why are they taking their sweet time? Don't those idiots understand that
they are giving us time to get stronger?"

It was insane to give time to the enemy to get stronger and prepare themselves,
Leon knew that they were making a spell or relic that would prevent them
from leaving the world, but that was insane . They were that were most likely
one thousand years old, perhaps even more . . . and they even had the
numbers . While Leon was waiting anxiously . . . several months passed and
before he could notice, he was thirty years old .

If Plasma Bullet was much smaller but consumed one-third of the mana
Magma Spear consumed, then the potential of the skill was there . However,
since that was the case, Leon couldnt afford to learn other forms of attacks by
combining elements . To maximize the potential of that skill, Leon had to
learn different spells that consumed less mana and level up them to obtain
status points, and he felt quite satisfied after doing that for a month .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Steel Bullet .

Cost: 20 mana

You obtained 01 status points .



Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Steel Arrow .

Cost: 30 mana

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Steel Lance .

Cost: 30 mana

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Steel Wall .

Cost: 30 mana

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Ice Needle .

Cost: 03 mana

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Magma Wall .

Cost: 40 mana



You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Thunder Wall .

Cost: 40 mana

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Thunder Lance .

Cost: 30 mana

You obtained 01 status points .

Although some spells, he learned with more ease thanks to Pyromancy and
Geomancy, Leon leveled them up until the level twenty just for the status

points . He wasnt in a world where such skills could be useful, after all .

Well, not bad considering that I also leveled up other skills while I was
fighting against the hellhounds . . . but seriously, not a single tome? Again?
Im wearing a ring that increases my luck, damn it! I cant believe even that is
useless on my hands . . .

Putting such thoughts and complaining aside, even though he was
complaining, Leon didnt feel the need to obtain tomes . Learning new spells

was becoming easier the more points he put in his intelligence, after all .
Besides, he also leveled up Plasma Bullet to the point where the hellhounds



couldnt escape, and only five bullets were enough to kill them . So, all in all,
Leon was progressing much more than he expected .

Congratulations! The skill Mind Armor has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Mind Armor has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . . Again, huh .

Such a thing happened a few times in the last month . It was clear that one of
the harvesters was trying to use Appraisal on Leon from a place he couldnt
see . It was so evident that it was stupid . Still, Leon had to act as if nothing
had happened . He couldnt reveal that countering Appraisal required quite a
lot of mana .

Considering that they spent twenty years creating a magic circle on that planet,
it was hard to be sure when the angels would prepare the method to lock Leon
and the harvesters on that world . In Leons head, one month was more than
enough . But it was hard to be sure of that . . . angels were sentient beings
that were even older than the harvesters, after all . However, even if they
know the method, they couldnt prepare such large scale spell so fast .

I guess my current arsenal can handle most of the enemies I will face . . . the
problem is how to keep myself alive . Im, without a doubt, the easiest target
of this group . So, the angels will try to get rid of me first . . . to increase my



chances of survival; I will have to keep Haste active at all times . So, I guess
from now on, I will only practice Haste and Plasma Bullet .

It was apparent that Soul Eater wouldnt stay on his hands on the battle against
the angels, so Leon would have to use Haste to save some mana and keep
himself alive . Transfer was useful, but it wasnt something Leon could use for
an undetermined amount of time against six enemies that could move faster
than his eyes can see .

Some points in speed will help me with that, and since Haste will multiply
those by two hundred percent, then I dont have to put so many . It will also be
complicated if my speed suddenly increased, but Im not used to it .

Leon had several sets of mithril rings that he could increase his status
according to the situation, but since they could only duplicate his current
status, he had no choice but to do that .

Congratulations! The skill Haste has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Plasma Bullet has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

In the blink of an eye, another month passed . Haste reached level two
hundred, and Plasma Bullet reached level one hundred . That was good, and
all, but Leon was getting impatient again . Getting stronger was good, but that



wasnt his goal . Besides, waiting for such a blatant attack was wearing his
nerves .

Why are they taking their sweet time? Dont those idiots understand that they

are giving us time to get stronger?

It was insane to give time to the enemy to get stronger and prepare themselves,
Leon knew that they were making a spell or relic that would prevent them
from leaving the world, but that was insane . They were that were most likely
one thousand years old, perhaps even more . . . and they even had the
numbers . While Leon was waiting anxiously . . . several months passed and
before he could notice, he was thirty years old .
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"Thirty years old, huh . . . " Leon sighed . "Oh boy . . . should I feel old? My

lifespan probably increased thanks to mana, but it doesn't change the fact the
weight of those words . . . "

Six months passed since the last time Leon saw an angel, it was clear that
eventually, they would return, but he couldn't wait anymore . So, he headed
back to the harvesters to give his farewell . For a change, the harvesters were
eating together .

"Hey, I came to say goodbye," Leon declared . "Until now, I haven't received
all that much from helping you guys, and I can't waste time waiting for you
guys enemies . So, I guess it is time to go our separate ways . "



The harvesters looked at each other and talked using their own eyes . Leon
didn't have time to waste, waiting for their answer . So, he just turned around
and prepared himself to leave . However, he felt shivers when he heard the
familiar sound of the harvesters getting bigger and heavier .

"So, it is going to be like that . . . "

Leon prepared himself, but he was forced to stop and turned around again
when he heard the sound of wings flapping . The harvesters also turned
around and saw the angels . . . they were back, and the final battle was about
to begin .

"Ah, come on . . . Really? Now of all times?"

That had to be a bad joke, Leon spent the last week making preparations to go
to Celosie alone using Transfer and everything, but now that he looked at the

sky, he saw it turning into red . He had no choice but to fight .
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Without care, everyone started to attack the numerous angels that were
leaving the dungeon, it looked like a dungeon break, but it was weird since
the angels themselves couldn't cause that . . . Most likely, the generals of the
angels' army also found a way to control the connection between worlds .

Regardless, since Leon didn't need to help the harvesters since their massives
attacks were powerful enough to kill most angels, he decided to kill those that



managed to survive . Combining Haste, Gravity, and Fly, Leon could fly
even faster than the angels, and he used that to approach one of them by

behind and stab the creature with the Mithril Spear of the Devourers . After
recovering the mana spent and finishing a random wounded angel, Leon flew
to attack the next target .

"Be careful with the small one," The sword-wielding angel said . "He has
more than a few tricks up his sleeve . "

"I can see that," The angel wielding a staff said .

"Ismenria, kill the angels who leave the dungeon," Jorhorn declared . "The
others will work with me to kill those bastards . "

"Why me again . . . " Ismenria said, annoyed . "I want to kill them too . "

Leon wondered if he should give Ismenria a hand . In the end, even if
Ismenria can kill hundreds of those every second, eventually, she would have
to retrieve her arrows, and they would become a nuisance for the big battle .
Keep attacking the entrance of the dungeon wasn't an option, so Leon decided
to create several layers of Magma Wall in front of it . The angels barely felt
the power of the walls, but it slowed down a little bit .
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It was hard to keep his eyes on all six angels at the same time, so Leon
decided to fly upward in order to see the entire battlefield . Fortunately, the



impatient Ivolaer helped him with that, the moment Leon started to move, he
pointed his sword to the skies, and several thunderclouds appeared . . . it
didn't take long before lightning bolts began to fall . The six angels managed
to fly and avoid those, but the same couldn't be said to the ordinary angels, or
the harvesters and Leon .

"You idiot!" Jertien shouted . "Control your power more! What is the point of

damaging your friends?"

Luckily, Ivolaer wasn't a mage, and Leon was with his Mana Armor activated,
so he didn't suffer any damage . As for the others, they only suffered some
scratches, their helmets made of mithril protected them .

Health: 154 +

Mana: 8494 +

Stamina: 175 +

Strength: 127 +
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Dexterity: 88 +

Speed: 250 +



Intelligence: 2203 +

Endurance: 139 +

Control: 320 +

Mentality: 250 +

Luck: 42 +

Recovery: 1201 +

Willpower: 134 +

Coins:142512362

Status: 00

Skill List

Active Skills: Earth Transformation Lv 93, Water Transformation Lv 104,
Wind Transformation Lv 144, Fire Transformation Lv 90, Earth Creation Lv
145, Water Creation Lv 121, Wind Creation Lv 162, Fire Creation Lv 126,
Mana Armor Lv 87, Mana Dominion Lv 139, Appraisal Lv 137,
Telekinesis Lv 135, Gravity Lv 90, Pyromancy Lv 95, Geomancy Lv 80,
Air Beam Lv 11, Thunder Ray Lv 151, Water Cannon Lv 11, Mind Armor

Lv 71, Ice Beam Lv 121, Eruption Lv 11, Ice Trap Lv 21, Plasma Bullet
Lv 130, Steel Bullet Lv 20, Steel Arrow Lv 20, Steel Lance Lv 20, Steel



Wall Lv 20, Ice Needle Lv 20, Ice Wall, Lv 20, Magma Wall Lv 20,
Thunder Wall Lv 20, Thunder Lance Lv 20,

Passive Skills: Fear Resistance Lv 29, Mental Fortitude Lv 35, Craft Lv 126,
Blacksmith Lv 114, Fire Blessing Lv 120, Earth Blessing Lv 115, Lion's
Pride Lv 165, Magic Craftmanship Lv 108, Magic Blacksmith Lv 108, Fast
Conjuration Lv 60, Burning Aura Lv 224

Thirty years old, huh . . . Leon sighed . Oh boy . . . should I feel old? My

lifespan probably increased thanks to mana, but it doesnt change the fact the
weight of those words . . .

Six months passed since the last time Leon saw an angel, it was clear that
eventually, they would return, but he couldnt wait anymore . So, he headed
back to the harvesters to give his farewell . For a change, the harvesters were
eating together .

Hey, I came to say goodbye, Leon declared . Until now, I havent received all
that much from helping you guys, and I cant waste time waiting for you guys
enemies . So, I guess it is time to go our separate ways .

The harvesters looked at each other and talked using their own eyes . Leon
didnt have time to waste, waiting for their answer . So, he just turned around
and prepared himself to leave . However, he felt shivers when he heard the
familiar sound of the harvesters getting bigger and heavier .

So, it is going to be like that . . .



Leon prepared himself, but he was forced to stop and turned around again
when he heard the sound of wings flapping . The harvesters also turned
around and saw the angels . . . they were back, and the final battle was about
to begin .

Ah, come on . . . Really? Now of all times?

That had to be a bad joke, Leon spent the last week making preparations to go
to Celosie alone using Transfer and everything, but now that he looked at the

sky, he saw it turning into red . He had no choice but to fight .

Without care, everyone started to attack the numerous angels that were
leaving the dungeon, it looked like a dungeon break, but it was weird since
the angels themselves couldnt cause that . . . Most likely, the generals of the
angels army also found a way to control the connection between worlds .

Regardless, since Leon didnt need to help the harvesters since their massives
attacks were powerful enough to kill most angels, he decided to kill those that
managed to survive . Combining Haste, Gravity, and Fly, Leon could fly
even faster than the angels, and he used that to approach one of them by

behind and stab the creature with the Mithril Spear of the Devourers . After
recovering the mana spent and finishing a random wounded angel, Leon flew
to attack the next target .

Be careful with the small one, The sword-wielding angel said . He has more
than a few tricks up his sleeve .

I can see that, The angel wielding a staff said .



Ismenria, kill the angels who leave the dungeon, Jorhorn declared . The
others will work with me to kill those bastards .

Why me again . . . Ismenria said, annoyed . I want to kill them too .

Leon wondered if he should give Ismenria a hand . In the end, even if
Ismenria can kill hundreds of those every second, eventually, she would have
to retrieve her arrows, and they would become a nuisance for the big battle .
Keep attacking the entrance of the dungeon wasnt an option, so Leon decided
to create several layers of Magma Wall in front of it . The angels barely felt
the power of the walls, but it slowed down a little bit .

It was hard to keep his eyes on all six angels at the same time, so Leon
decided to fly upward in order to see the entire battlefield . Fortunately, the
impatient Ivolaer helped him with that, the moment Leon started to move, he
pointed his sword to the skies, and several thunderclouds appeared . . . it
didnt take long before lightning bolts began to fall . The six angels managed
to fly and avoid those, but the same couldnt be said to the ordinary angels, or
the harvesters and Leon .

You idiot! Jertien shouted . Control your power more! What is the point of

damaging your friends?

Luckily, Ivolaer wasnt a mage, and Leon was with his Mana Armor activated,
so he didnt suffer any damage . As for the others, they only suffered some
scratches, their helmets made of mithril protected them .

Health: 154 +



Mana: 8494 +

Stamina: 175 +

Strength: 127 +

Dexterity: 88 +

Speed: 250 +

Intelligence: 2203 +

Endurance: 139 +

Control: 320 +

Mentality: 250 +

Luck: 42 +

Recovery: 1201 +

Willpower: 134 +

Coins:142512362

Status: 00



Skill List

Active Skills: Earth Transformation Lv 93, Water Transformation Lv 104,
Wind Transformation Lv 144, Fire Transformation Lv 90, Earth Creation Lv
145, Water Creation Lv 121, Wind Creation Lv 162, Fire Creation Lv 126,
Mana Armor Lv 87, Mana Dominion Lv 139, Appraisal Lv 137,
Telekinesis Lv 135, Gravity Lv 90, Pyromancy Lv 95, Geomancy Lv 80,
Air Beam Lv 11, Thunder Ray Lv 151, Water Cannon Lv 11, Mind Armor

Lv 71, Ice Beam Lv 121, Eruption Lv 11, Ice Trap Lv 21, Plasma Bullet
Lv 130, Steel Bullet Lv 20, Steel Arrow Lv 20, Steel Lance Lv 20, Steel
Wall Lv 20, Ice Needle Lv 20, Ice Wall, Lv 20, Magma Wall Lv 20,
Thunder Wall Lv 20, Thunder Lance Lv 20,

Passive Skills: Fear Resistance Lv 29, Mental Fortitude Lv 35, Craft Lv 126,
Blacksmith Lv 114, Fire Blessing Lv 120, Earth Blessing Lv 115, Lions
Pride Lv 165, Magic Craftmanship Lv 108, Magic Blacksmith Lv 108, Fast
Conjuration Lv 60, Burning Aura Lv 224

Novel Chapter 340

Chapter 340: 340

With much more precision, Jertien made Ice Meteors fall on the battlefield .
Still, despite their speed, it wasn't enough to hit the six angels . So, Leon
decided to give a hand and increase gravity around them .

"Huh . . . this is . . . " The spear-wielding angel frowned .



"It is him," The bow-wielding angel said . "The power is weak but extremely
precise . "

"Malahk, you didn't get rid of him when you have the chance," The
whip-wielding angel said . "It is your job to get rid of him . Once you deal
with him, we deal with the rest . . . it looks like he consumed a good part of
the mana of the magic circle, he destroyed your work . So, you are the best
suited to deal with him . "

Malahk was the angel Leon saw before, and it looked like he was even
angrier after noticing that Leon consumed the mana of the magic circle .
Unfortunately, it looked like no one wanted to give Leon a hand . . . if
anything, they were glad that their battle would become seven against five,
instead of seven against six . . .

"Oh, boy . . . " Leon sighed .

The moment Malah became a sphere of light, Leon canceled Gravity and
activated Haste, soon before he used Transfer and finished off an angel that
was leaving the dungeon and consumed his mana . Although Leon did that in
half a second, the sphere of light was already close by when he killed the
angel .

"Tsk . . . " Leon clicked his tongue .
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Leon used Transfer again and reappeared several kilometers above the
battlefield . Despite that,Malahk covered that distance in just ten seconds . . .

"That is insane, how can he move like that without suffering any damage?"

Still, despite that, Leon noticed one very interesting thing . In that form,
Malahk could only move in straight lines . If he had to change directions, he
had to stop . . . Although he was fast, his brain couldn't react at the same
speed .

"This far should be enough . . . "

Leon shot five Plasma Bullets toward Malahk, the angel didn't even try to
dodge, so it got directly, but he regretted that choice .

"What . . . this is . . . "Malahk murmured after returning to his original form .

Leon frowned, it looked like he couldn't keep the sphere form if he receives

some damage . Regardless, Leon didn't waste that golden chance and
attacked the confused Malahk again with Plasma Bullet .
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Malahk blocked Leon's attacks, but he was forced to back down thanks to the
power behind them . Since Leon used a lot of mana, he returned to the
dungeon and killed a few more angels to recover his mana .



" . . . Why does he keep returning and killing our servants?" The
bow-wielding angel frowned . "What Malahk is doing?"

Leon frowned when he heard that it wasn't obvious? One just has to use

Analysis, and they would see what Leon's spear could do .

"Could it be they can't use Analysis or Appraisal in anything that is directly
touching my body?"

"A Plasma Bullet is too small . . . I guess I have to hit him with something

bigger . He isn't that fast on his humanoid form . So, If I manage to break his
weapon . . . "

Before Leon could start his preparations, he saw several beams of light being

shot in his direction . He immediately took out his mithril shields from his

magic box and used them to block the attacks . If Malahk didn't intend to use
his full speed, then Leon didn't have to waste too much mana either . A few

seconds later, Malahk appeared, and Leon also took out his mithril spears . If
he wanted to fight in his humanoid form, Leon was confident that he could
stop him using four shields and twelve spears .

Without a care in the world about the massive amount of mana he was using,
Leon used Gravity with his full power on Malahk's body, to the point where
he was having a hard time keeping his altitude .
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"This is much more . . . " Malahk said, surprised .

Leon didn't wait for him . He made all his spears fly toward Malahk . He
would have a hard time blocking all of them since Leon made them pierce his
body from all directions . However, despite the speed of his spears and the
Gravity effect . Malahk still managed to fly even faster and dodge the

attacks . Only to get welcomed by Acid Sphere . Malahk blocked the

projectile, but the acid splattered toward his face . It was a low-level skill, so
it only annoyed him a little, but it had been enough to give Leon the chance to
hit his face with several Plasma Bullets .

Congratulations! The skill Acid Sphere has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Acid Sphere has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Acid Sphere has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

"Kuh . . . " Malahk said, annoyed after noticing the small scratches on his
face . "How can this be . . . "



Malahk looked annoyed at Leon, but he only found a space in the place Leon
was one second ago . Leon returned to the dungeon to stab a few more angles

and recover his mana .

"Little insect . . . " Malahk bit his lips until it started to bleed .

Only a few seconds had passed since the last time Leon had been near the
dungeon, but things got a lot more . . . noisy, in those seconds . The
harvesters were using an area of effects spells as if they had infinite mana, but
they were barely scratching the angels . Meanwhile, Ismenria stopped just
using her bow and arrows to attack . She was just stomping on the angels that
were leaving the dungeon as a means to kill them . Although she was hurting
her feet since the angels used their weapons to protect themselves, she didn't
stop .

That wasn't Leon's problem, though . So, he just attacked any nearby angel
and replenished his mana, until Malahk returned, and he did everything
again . . .

With much more precision, Jertien made Ice Meteors fall on the battlefield .
Still, despite their speed, it wasnt enough to hit the six angels . So, Leon
decided to give a hand and increase gravity around them .

Huh . . . this is . . . The spear-wielding angel frowned .

It is him, The bow-wielding angel said . The power is weak but extremely
precise .



Malahk, you didnt get rid of him when you have the chance, The
whip-wielding angel said . It is your job to get rid of him . Once you deal
with him, we deal with the rest . . . it looks like he consumed a good part of
the mana of the magic circle, he destroyed your work . So, you are the best
suited to deal with him .

Malahk was the angel Leon saw before, and it looked like he was even
angrier after noticing that Leon consumed the mana of the magic circle .
Unfortunately, it looked like no one wanted to give Leon a hand . . . if
anything, they were glad that their battle would become seven against five,
instead of seven against six . . .

Oh, boy . . . Leon sighed .

The moment Malah became a sphere of light, Leon canceled Gravity and
activated Haste, soon before he used Transfer and finished off an angel that
was leaving the dungeon and consumed his mana . Although Leon did that in
half a second, the sphere of light was already close by when he killed the
angel .

Tsk . . . Leon clicked his tongue .

Leon used Transfer again and reappeared several kilometers above the
battlefield . Despite that,Malahk covered that distance in just ten seconds . . .

That is insane, how can he move like that without suffering any damage?

Still, despite that, Leon noticed one very interesting thing . In that form,
Malahk could only move in straight lines . If he had to change directions, he



had to stop . . . Although he was fast, his brain couldnt react at the same
speed .

This far should be enough . . .

Leon shot five Plasma Bullets toward Malahk, the angel didnt even try to
dodge, so it got directly, but he regretted that choice .

What . . . this is . . . Malahk murmured after returning to his original form .

Leon frowned, it looked like he couldnt keep the sphere form if he receives

some damage . Regardless, Leon didnt waste that golden chance and attacked
the confused Malahk again with Plasma Bullet .

Malahk blocked Leons attacks, but he was forced to back down thanks to the
power behind them . Since Leon used a lot of mana, he returned to the
dungeon and killed a few more angels to recover his mana .

. . . Why does he keep returning and killing our servants? The bow-wielding
angel frowned . What Malahk is doing?

Leon frowned when he heard that it wasnt obvious? One just has to use

Analysis, and they would see what Leons spear could do .

Could it be they cant use Analysis or Appraisal in anything that is directly
touching my body?



A Plasma Bullet is too small . . . I guess I have to hit him with something

bigger . He isnt that fast on his humanoid form . So, If I manage to break his
weapon . . .

Before Leon could start his preparations, he saw several beams of light being

shot in his direction . He immediately took out his mithril shields from his

magic box and used them to block the attacks . If Malahk didnt intend to use

his full speed, then Leon didnt have to waste too much mana either . A few

seconds later, Malahk appeared, and Leon also took out his mithril spears . If
he wanted to fight in his humanoid form, Leon was confident that he could
stop him using four shields and twelve spears .

Without a care in the world about the massive amount of mana he was using,
Leon used Gravity with his full power on Malahks body, to the point where
he was having a hard time keeping his altitude .

This is much more . . . Malahk said, surprised .

Leon didnt wait for him . He made all his spears fly toward Malahk . He
would have a hard time blocking all of them since Leon made them pierce his
body from all directions . However, despite the speed of his spears and the
Gravity effect . Malahk still managed to fly even faster and dodge the

attacks . Only to get welcomed by Acid Sphere . Malahk blocked the

projectile, but the acid splattered toward his face . It was a low-level skill, so
it only annoyed him a little, but it had been enough to give Leon the chance to
hit his face with several Plasma Bullets .

Congratulations! The skill Acid Sphere has leveled up .



You obtained 01 status points .
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. . .

Kuh . . . Malahk said, annoyed after noticing the small scratches on his face .
How can this be . . .

Malahk looked annoyed at Leon, but he only found a space in the place Leon
was one second ago . Leon returned to the dungeon to stab a few more angles

and recover his mana .

Little insect . . . Malahk bit his lips until it started to bleed .

Only a few seconds had passed since the last time Leon had been near the
dungeon, but things got a lot more . . . noisy, in those seconds . The
harvesters were using an area of effects spells as if they had infinite mana, but
they were barely scratching the angels . Meanwhile, Ismenria stopped just
using her bow and arrows to attack . She was just stomping on the angels that
were leaving the dungeon as a means to kill them . Although she was hurting



her feet since the angels used their weapons to protect themselves, she didnt
stop .

That wasnt Leons problem, though . So, he just attacked any nearby angel
and replenished his mana, until Malahk returned, and he did everything
again . . .
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